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Traceability is an increasingly important part of software development, especially in safety-critical domains
where it is often mandated by certification authorities. In order to use them purposefully, e. An
experimentation environment for trace link recovery: There are a number of trace link recovery mechanisms
that often use some form of information retrieval to match development artifacts with each other and create
trace links from these matches. It is often not clear which recovery mechanism works best with a certain data
set and it is also not trivial to prepare the data for consumption by such an algorithm. And the university
orchestra, choirs, theater groups, and language center offer cultural variety. Existing languages like SPARQL
are not specialised for the graph structures of these models and do not carry sufficient semantics. A campus
university in the heart of Europe Small but beautiful and with a low cost of living: This is the Saarland with its
French flair, high quality of life, and diverse culture and nature â€” but above all its warm and open people.
For students, this environment offers unique opportunities to get to know the many facets of the world of
computer science. Students regularly give us top marks in the nationwide CHE ranking. Saarland Informatics
Campus E1 3, R. In this thesis, techniques to embed trace links into the editing of DSLs in the Eclipse
platform will be developed. All theses will use the open source tool Eclipse Capra as the foundation for the
implementation part. Students interested in doing their master's thesis with me are advised to contact me
directly, ideally listing their interests in the initial email what trends and technologies are you excited about
and want to know more about? That means that when editing an artifact in a DSL, the links are not directly
available to the developer. All suggested solutions will be empirically validated. In the forefront
internationally In the immediate vicinity there are many respected researchers who are at home in very
different disciplines. In many cases, developers have a hard time deciding whether a link is still correct or
whether a link is missing. Traceability link quality and improved link suggestions: When working with an
evolving system, it is vitally important that all necessary traceability links exist completeness and that the once
that do exist add value correctness. This thesis should explore conceptual and tool support to address both
issues by providing visualisation techniques e. SIC also supports young start-ups in further developing and
marketing their ideas and inventions. The nearby forest and the sports courses offer opportunities to keep fit.
Accept This website uses cookies. If you have an exciting topic or research question in mind, do not hesitate
to get in contact with me! Concrete topics Spring Industry contact can be provided : Data requirements for
System of Systems case study on how to define and monitor them Supervisor: Philipp Leitner I supervise
master projects in the broad areas of Web and cloud engineering, performance testing, and mining software
repositories. The numerous scientists at world level, the talented junior staff, the lively cooperation and the
extraordinary range of research topics make SIC a unique IT location in Europe. For instance, a developer
should be able to see requirements that are connected to a class in a UML class diagram in Papyrus. This
makes creative interdisciplinary research work possible, which again and again produces outstanding research
results of international significance. At the moment, links are often managed in a separate model, however.
Traceability is "the ability to interrelate any uniquely identifiable software engineering artifacts to any other,
maintain required links over time, and use the resulting network to answer questions of both the software
product and its development process" COEST. A formal experiment in search-based software testing and
mutation testing. I also often advise students on topics of their own design e. The goal of the thesis is therefore
to create a DSL for querying traceability information based on a set of scenarios and evaluate the language
based on these scenarios and realistic examples. You may want to browse my instructions for master students
as well. Using collaborative features to facilitate traceability maintenance: Proposal A query language for
traceability models: traceability information, i. In this thesis, existing code for the use of trace link recovery
mechanisms with Eclipse Capra should be extended to provide an experimentation environment that provides
semi-automatic data processing and the ability to compare and combine the results of different trace link
recovery mechanisms. Systematic literature review on lightweight formal methods Automatic construction of
models from black-box software artefacts Supervisor: Riccardo Scandariato : My research area is security and
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privacy. Saarland University is a modern campus-based university in the dynamic tri-border region of
Germany, France, and Luxembourg. To start the application process, please read the application rules. These
links enable change impact analysis, provide input for certification, and improve program comprehension.
Whether in the automotive, energy or healthcare industries, not only IT companies but also government
institutions, banks and industry are recruiting competent and committed junior staff â€” worldwide! You want
to not only study computer science, but change the digital world of the future? In addition, the Saarland
Informatics Campus offers the opportunity to participate in research projects at an early stage.


